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1. INTRODUCTION 
Isotropic systems were introduced by Bouchet in [Bl, BZ]. They are 
defined as follows. Let K denote a 2-dimensional vector space over GF(2), 
provided with the bilinear form given by (x, y) = 1 if and only if 
0 #x # y # 0. For a finite set V, consider that the vector space KV is 
provided with the bilinear form (A, B) = C,, v (A(v), B(v)). A subspace 
L of KY is totally isotropic if (A, B) = 0 for all A, B E L. A partial isotropic 
system is a pair S = (L, V) where I/ is a finite set and L is a totally isotropic 
subspace of KY. For any partial isotropic system 
dimL<1/2dimKv=(VI. 
In the case when dim L = 1 VI, S is said to be an isotropic system. 
ForAEKV,let lAl=l{ UE V:A(u)#O}I and let A^ be the subspace of KY 
given by a= {BEK’:B(u)E(O, A(u)} for all UE V}. The vector A is 
complete if IAl = I VI. Two complete vectors A, BE KY are supplementary if 
A(u) #B(u) for all UE V. 
Let S = (L, V) be a partial isotropic system. The rank of A E Kv in S is 
defined as r(A, S) = dim(a n L). The vector A is said to be an Eulerian vec- 
tor of S if it is complete and r(A, S) = 0. It follows from [B2, Lemma 4.11 
that every isotropic system has two supplementary Eulerian vectors. On 
the other hand, since IK- 01 = 3, the maximum number of pairwise sup- 
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plementary Eulerian vectors in a partial isotropic system is at most three. 
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain the following characterisation 
of isotropic systems which have three pairwise supplementary Eulerian 
vectors. 
THEOREM 1. Let S = (L, V) be an isotropic system. Then S has three 
pairwise supplementary Eulerian vectors if and only if 3r(A, S) < 2 1 Al for all 
AEKV. 
Theorem 1 will follow as an immediate corollary to Theorem 2 of this 
paper. Our proof of Theorem 2 is inductive and relies on the following 
operation. Given a partial isotropic system S = (L, V), with 1 VI 2 2, u E V, 
and x E K- 0, construct the elementary minor St = (LI ;, V- U) by putting 
Lit equal to the canonical projection of {A E L 1 A(u) E (0, x} > into Kv-“. 
It can easily be seen that Sl G is itself a partial isotropic system. (In [Bl, 
Lemma 3.11, Bouchet proves the deeper result that if S is an isotropic 
system then so is Sit.) 
In [Bl, B2], Bouchet showed that one may define an isotropic system 
based on the cycle space of a 4-regular graph. We extend his definition to 
partial isotropic systems and arbitrary Eulerian graphs in [J]. Our main 
motivation for the present paper is its application in [J] to characterise 
those Eulerian graphs which have three pairwise compatible Euler tours 
(where Euler tours T, and T2 are compatible if no pair of adjacent edges 
are consecutive in both T, and T,). In particular we show that every 3-con- 
netted Eulerian graph has three pairwise compatible Euler tours and, as a 
corollary, that the line graph of a 3-connected graph has three edge-disjoint 
Hamilton cycles. We feel, however, that several of the lemmas contained 
in this paper (particularly Lemma 5) may be of independent interest to 
isotropic systems (and hence to Eulerian graphs and binary matroids). 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In the following S= (L, V) will be a partial isotropic system. Put 
K= (0, Xl, x2, x3} and K* = K- 0. Let 0’ denote the identity element of 
KV. For UE V and xieK* define X;eKV by Xy(u)=xi and X:(v)=0 for 
v E V- U. The following Lemmas 1, 3,4 may be easily deduced from the 
work of Bouchet [Bl, B2]. We include proofs for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let ) VI 2 2, UE V, A E KY such that A(u) = S,E K*, and put 
B= AIVPU. Then 
r(A, S) = r(B, Sl”,,) + r(Xr, S). 
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Proof Let p be the canonical projection of KY onto K’ ~ U and f be the 




Thus dim(Kerf) = r(Xr, L) and 
r(B, sl”,,)=dim(BnLl”,,)=dim(anL)-dim(Kerf)=r(A, S)-r(Xr, S). 
DEFINITION. Let A, BEK”. Put T(A, B)= {UE V:O#A(u)#B(u)#O} 
and t(A, B)= IT(A, B)I. Furthermore, define AoB, A * BEK” by 
if A(u) = B(u) 
if A(u) # B(u) 
and 
A* B(u)= 
0 if UE T(A, B) 
A(u) + B(u) + A 0 B(u) if u 4 T(A, B). 
LEMMA 2. Let A, BE KY. Then 
IA0 BI + IA * I3 = IAl + IBI -2t(A, B). 
Proof Immediate from the definition of A 0 B, A * B. 
LEMMA 3. Let u E V, X~E K*, and AE KY such that A(u) =O. Then 
r(A * Xr, S) > r(A, S) zy and only if A, *Xr E L for some A, E a. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of rank. 
LEMMA 4. Let u E V, X~E K*, and A, BE KY such that A(u) = B(u) = 0 
and T(A, B) = a. Suppose r(A * Xr, S) > r(A, S). Then 
(a) r(A * X;, S) = r(A, S) + 1, and 
(b) r(B * X,“, S) = r(B, S) for all xi E K* - xi. In particular 
r(A * Xj’, S)=r(A, S) for all x,EK*-xi. 
Proof of (a). r(A * X;, S) = dim((A + 2;) n L) 6 dim(a n L) + 
dim(X;) = r(A, S) + 1. 
Proof of (b). Clearly r( B * X7, S) 2 r( B, S). Suppose we have strict 
inequality. Then by Lemma 3, there exists A, E a,, B, E B such that 
A,*Xr,B,*Xi”~L.However,sinceT(A,B)=~,(A,*Xr,B,*Xr)=l. 
This contradicts the fact that L is totally isotropic. 
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LEMMA 5. Let A, BE KV. Then 
r(A * B, S) + r(A 0 B, S) > r(A, S) + r(B, S) - t(A, B). 
Proof: We proceed by contradiction. Suppose the lemma is false and 
choose a counterexample S = (L, V) with A, BE KV, such that 1 VI is as 
small as possible. 
Suppose T(A, B) = 0. Then 
r(A, S) + r(B, S) = dim(A n L) + dim(jn L) 
= dim(a n fi n L) + dim( (A^ n L) + (b n L)) 
< dim(a n I? n L) + dim((A + k) n L) 
= r( A 0 B, S) + r( A * B, S). 
Hence we may assume T(A, B) # 0. 
If T(A,B)=V then AoB=O’=A*B so r(AoB,S)=O=r(A*B,S). 
Furthermore A n L? = (0’) and thus r(A) + r(B) = dim@ n L) + 
dim(b n L) < dim L < 1 V( = t(A, B). Thus we may assume 0 # T(A, B) # I/ 
and hence I 1/l 2 2. 
Choose u E T(A, B). Let A(u) = xi and B(u) = xj. Using Lemma 4(b), and 
relabelling A and B if necessary, we may assume r( (A + B) * Xy, S) = 
r(A * B, S). Since (ACB) c (A f B), it follows from Lemma 3 that 
~((A~B)*X~,S)=~(AOB,S)~~~X~$L. For CE{A,B} let Cl=CIvPti. 
Using the minimality of I VI, we deduce that 
(i) 44, * B,, Sl:,) + 44, 0 B,, SlZ+) 2 Ok, Sit,) + r(B,, SIZ,) - 
t(A,, B,). 
By Lemma 1 and the choice of xi, r(A,, SI t,) = r(A, S), r(A, * B,, SI z,) = 
r((A * B) * Xr, S) = r(A * B, S) and r(A, 0 B,, SI t,) = r(A 0 B, S). Further- 
more t(A,, B,) = t(A, B) - 1. Finally, defining B, E KV by B2(u) =xi and 
B*(U) = B(v) for all v E Y- u, we have, by Lemmas 1 and 4(a), r(B, , SI zi) = 
r(B,, S) 2 r(B, S) - 1. Substituting into (i) gives 
r(A * B, S) + r(A 0 B, S) > r(A, S) + r(B, 5’) - t(A, B). 
This contradicts the choice of S, A, and B and completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
DEFINITIONS. Let N = (1,2,3} and Z7 be the symmetric group on N. 
Let Si= (Li, V) be a partial isotropic system for in N. For CE KV let r,(C) 
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denote the rank of C in Sj and put r(C) = r,(C) + r*(C) + r3(C). We shall 
say that (S,, Sz, S,) is admissible if J(C) < 2 JCl for all CE KY. Our main 
result is: 
THEOREM 2. There exist pairwise supplementary Eulerian vectors Ai of 
Si, iE (1, 2, 3}, fand o&y if (S,, Sz, S,) is admissible. 
In proving Theorem 2 we shall use: 
LEMMA 6. Suppose (S, , S,, S,) is admissible and choose u E V. Then for 
some permutation 7c E l7, 
rl(C * -C&J + rz(C * -Cc,,) + r,(C * X”,,,,) d 2 ICI 
for all C’E KY with C(u)=O. 
Proof: We proceed by contradiction. Suppose the lemma is false and 
choose a counterexample (S,, S,, S,) with u E V. Then for each 71 E n there 
exists C, E K” with C,(U) = 0 and 
r,(C,) := C rj(C, * X$,,) > 2 IC, I + 1. (1) 
l<ja3 
We may suppose each C, has been chosen such that 4,&C,) := 
r,J C,) - 2 1 C, I- 1 is as large as possible. For z E l7, and Jo N define 
M,cjc (0, 1) by 
M, = r,(C, * X$,,) - rj(C,). 
It follows from (1) and the admissibility of (S,, Sz, S,) that 
M,,+M,,+Mnj21 for each rr E Z7. (2) 
Let r, be the alternating group on N and put Tz = l7- rr. Choose 
r~ { rl, r,} and tl, BE r. Note that LX(~) #B(j) for all Jo N. Applying 
Lemma 5 to C, * X,“,i, and C, * X;,,., gives 
rj(C, * Cfl)+rj(CaoCb) 
>t;(C, * X,“,,,)+rj(Cp * xF,,,)-t(C,, C,)- 1. (3) 
Summing (3) for Jo N and using (1) for n E { ~1, B} and Lemma 2 gives 
F(C,* C,)+f(C,q3)x2 IC,* C,I +2 IC,q-I 
+ t(C,, C/3) + 4.(C,) + qfl(C/?) - 1. (4) 
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Applying Lemma 4 to C,, C, we deduce further that 
ift(C,,Cg)=OthenM,j+MDj<lforalljEN. (5) 
Combining (2) and (5) gives 
if t(C,, C,) = 0 then M,, + Muz + M,, G 2. (6) 
CLAIM 1. qn(C,) = 0 for all TZ E ZZ. 
ProoJ Suppose qa(C,) 3 1 for some a E 17. Choose rrz { rr, r2} such 
that CL E r and let r= {CI, y, S}. It follows from the admissibility of 
(S,, Sz, S,) and (4) that, for /?E {y, S}, we have f(Cz * C,)=2 IC, * C,I, 
t( C,, C,) = 0, qJ C,) = 1, and qs(Cp) = 0. Moreover equality must occur in 
(3) for all j E N. By (6) we may choose j E N such that 
M, = 0. (7) 
If MBj = 0 then applying Lemma 5 to C, and C, gives 
rj(C, * CD) + rj(C,O CD) 2 rj(C,) + r,(Cjj) - t(C,, Co) 
=(jtCx * XZ,,j)+rj(Cj3 * xF(j))-f(cx? Cp). 
This contradicts the fact that equality must hold in (3), and thus we must 
have 
M,= 1 for BE (14 S>. (8) 
Since t(~,, c,) = 0 we have c’a = (C, i CD). Thus by Lemma 3, 
ri((C, * Cj3) * xi(i)) 2 r,(C, * C,)+M,, for all HEN. Since 7(C,* CD)= 
2 (C, * C,I, we have 
rs(C, * CJ 2 2 IC, * C,I +M,,+M,,+M,,. 
Using (8) and the maximality of qs( C,) = 0, we deduce 
Mpi=O for iEN-jandpE {y,6}. (9) 
Finally we apply Lemma 5 to C, and Cd to give 
r,(C, * Cd)+ri(CyoCb) 
2 ri(C,) + ri(C6) -  t ( C , ,  Cd), 
= ri(Cy * XycjJ + ri(Ca * X & , , )  -  4C,, C6L (10) 
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for DEN-j, by (9). Summing (3) (for tx :=y, /I :=6) and (10) for DEN-j, 
and using (1) for 71 E (y, 6 > and Lemma 2 gives 
i(Cy * cd)+r(cyoc6)>2 IC,* Cdl +2 IC,oCgl +t(C,,C,)+ 1. 
This contradicts the admissibility of (S, , S,, S,) and completes the proof of 
Claim 1. 
CLAIM 2. For each r~ {r,, r,}, t(C,, C,)B 1 for some n,p~r. 
Proof: Suppose for some r E (r, , r, } we have t( C,, C,) = 0 for all 
71, PET. Let r= (a, p, y> and let M= (M,) be the 3 x3 matrix with rows 
indexed by the permutations rc E r. It follows from (2) and (5) that M is 
a permutation matrix and thus there exists an ordering (a, 6, c) of N such 
that, for nor, 
M,= 1 ifand only if (n,j)~ {(a, a), (8, b), (Y, cl}. (11) 
Applying Lemma 5 to C, * Xz,,, and C, gives 
r,((C, * X&J * CD) + r,(C,o C& 
B r,(C, * X&J + r,(C& = ra(Cz * Xi,,,) + ra(Cb * Xj&) (12) 
by (11). Similarly 
rdc, * (Cp * x~,,,))+rPb(CaOCB)~rb(C1 * X:&+rb(Cp * Xi,,,) (13) 
and 
rc(Cz * Cfi) + rc(Cr~ CD) 2 r,(C, * Xl,,.,) + r,(C, * X;,,,). (14) 
Adding (12), (13), and (14), and using ( 1 ), Lemma 2, and the admissibility 
of (S,, Sz, S,) gives 
ra(Cx * C, * X&,) + r,(C, * Cfi * X;,,,) + rACr * CD) 
32 /c,* c/3/ f2. (15) 
If a(a) #/I(b) then defining 6 E Z7 by 6(a) = a(a), 6(b) = B(b), and 
a(c) EN- {&a), Wb)), we deduce from (15) that qb( C, * C,) B 1. This 
contradicts the maximality of qa(Cs) = 0, by Claim 1. Hence we may 
assume by symmetry that a(a) = B(b) = y(c) = d, say. Applying Lemma 5 to 
C, * C, * Xi and C, gives 
(16) 
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forje {a, b}, by (11). Also by Lemma 5 
r,((C, * C,) * (C, * Xi)) + rA(C, * C,)O C,) 
~r,(C,*CB)+‘~(CV*X~). (17) 
Adding (16), forje{a,b}, and (17) and using (15), (I), and Lemma 2, 
gives 
f((C, * C,) * c, * Jq)+F((Ca * C,)~C,) 
~2I(C,*C,)*C,l+2l(C,*C,)q+3 
=2~(c,*c,)*c,*x~1+21(C,*C,)~C,l+1. 
This contradicts the admissibility of (S,, S,, S,), and completes the proof 
of Claim 2. 
CLAIM 3. Suppose t(C,, C,) > 1 for some a, /I E r~ { rl, Tz}. Then 
(a) FCC, * C,) = 2 IC, * C,I, 
(b) t(C,, CD)= 1, and 
(c) M,+Mgj> 1 for aNjeN. 
Proof Parts (a) and (b) follow from (4) and the admissibility of 
(S,, Sz, S,). Moreover equality must hold in (4) and hence also in (3) for 
all Jo N. To complete the proof of (c) we proceed by contradiction. 
Suppose M, = M, = 0 for some j E N. By Lemma 5 
rj(C, * Cp) + rj(C, o Cp) > rj(C,) + rjfc,) - t(C,, Cp) 
= rj(C, * x,"(j)) + rj(C, * xF(j)) - t(Ca, CD) 
contradicting the fact that equality must hold in (3). 
CLAIM 4. Suppose t(C,, C,)= 1 for some r= (a, j3, y> E (r,, r,>. Then 
(a) t(C, * C,, C,)=O, and 
(b) T(C,, C,)= T(C,, C,)for some XE {a,fl). 
Proof: By Lemma 5 
rj((C, * c,) * tc, * Xrcj,) + rj((C, * Cfl) o c~) 
> rj(C, * Cfi) + rj(C, * xF(j))- r(Cm * 'P9 '7)' 
(18)  
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Summing (18) for j E N and using Claim 3(a), (1 ), and Lemma 2 gives 
r,(lC, * C,) * C,) + f((C, * C,) o C,) 
82 I(C, * C,) * C,I +2 I(C, * C,)oC,I + 1 +-t(C, * c,, q. 
Using the maximality of q,(C,) = 0, by Claim 1, and the admissibility of 
(S,, &, S,) we deduce that t(C, * C,, C,) = 0. This completes the proof 
of (a). 
It follows from (a) and the hypothesis t(C,, C,) = 1, that 
T(C,, C,) u T(C,, C,) c T(C,, C,) = (WI, 
for some w E V. If t(C,, C,) = 0 = t(C,, C,) then, choosing j such that 
M,= 1 by (2), we have M,=O = M, by (5), contradicting Claim 3(c). 
Hence T(C,, C,) = {w} for some 71 E {or, /I}, and (b) holds. 
CLAIM 5. Suppose T( C,, C,)= {w} = T(C,, C,)fur some r= (cc, D, y > E 
(r,, r,}. Then M,= 1 for all je N. 
ProoJ We proceed by contradiction. Suppose Mai = 0 for some i E N. 
By Claim 3(c), we have 
Mpi= 1 =MYl. (19) 
Applying Lemma 5 to C, and C, * Xiti, gives 
ri((C, * tcp * xi(i))) + ri(C,oC/I) 
2 ri(C,) + ri(Cfi * x”p(i)) - t(C,, Co) 
= ri(C, * xE(i)) + ri(Cp * xi(i)) - ~(CET Cp) (20) 
since MEi = 0. Summing (20), and (3) for j E N - i, and using (1 ), Lemma 2, 
and the admissibility of (S,, Sz, S,) gives 
Using Lemma 5 and the fact that t(C, * C,, C,) = 0 by Claim 4(a), gives 
ri((Cct * cfl * xi(i)) * icy * x.y(i))) + r,((C, * Cfi)” C,) 
2 r,(C, * CD * Xici,) + ri(C, * x,“,i,) - 1 (22) 
and, forjEN-i, 
rj((C, * CD) * (C, * xJ(j)))+rj((c2 * Cp)°Cy) 
3 rj(C, * Cp) + rj(C, * xF(j)). (23) 
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Summing (22), and (23) for j E N - i, and using (21), (1 ), Lemma 2, the 
admissibility of (S, , Sz, S,), and t( C,, C,) = 1, gives 
ri((Ca * cfi) * cy) + C rj((cW * ‘fl) * tc, * xf:(j))) 
jsN-i 
22 I(C, * C,) * C,J + 1. (24) 
Finally, since MYi= 1 by (19) we have r,(C, * X,“,,,) = r,(C,)+ 1. Since 
C, c ((C, * C,) * C,) by Claim 4(a), it follows from Lemma 3 that 
ri((C, * Cfl) * (Cy * X,U(i)))=ri((C, * c,) * cy)+ l. 
Substituting into (24) gives r,((C, * C,) * C,) 2 2 ((C, * C,) * C, I + 2. This 
contradicts the maximality of q&C,) = 0, by Claim 1, and completes the 
proof of Claim 5. 
CLAIM 6. Let r= (tl, rc, p} E {r,, r,}. Then 
(a) T(C,, C,) = T(C,, C,) = T(C,, C,). 
(b) Mpj=1forall/3~randj~N. 
Proof By Claims 2, 3(b), and 4(b) we may assume that T(C,, C,) = 
T(C,, C,) = (w} f or some WE V. We shall first show that 
Mp,+Mg*+Mp3>2 foreach BE {rc, p}. (25) 
If not, then we may choose P c N, 1 PJ = 2, and Mpi = 0 for i E P. Thus, by 
Lemma 5, 
ri((Cm * xZ(j)) * c,) + ri(Cao c@) 
2 ri(Cx * xz(i)) + ri(Cfl) - t(Cm> c,) 
= ri(Ccz * x,“(i)) + ri(Cfl * xi(i)) - t(Cz7 cfl) (26) 
for i E P. Summing (26) for i E P, and (3) for j E N - P, and using (1 ), 
Lemma 2, the admissibility of (S,, S?, S,), and t(C,, C,) = 1, gives 
rj(C,* Co)+ 1 ri(C,* Cp*XU,(j))22 ICE* CflI +2. 
ieP 
Thus q,(C, * C,) 2 1 contradicting the maximality of qx( C,) = 0, by 
Claim 1. Hence (25) holds. 
Using (25) we deduce that M, = 1 = M, for some jE N. It follows 
from (5) that t(C,, C,) # 0. Applying Claim 4, we deduce that T(C,, C,) = 
T(C,, C,) = {w}. This completes the proof of (a). Part (b) now follows by 
applying Claim 5 to C,, C,, and C,. 
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We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 6. Let r, = {n, p, rj 
and choose 6 E r,. By Claims 2, 3(b), and 6 we have 
qc,, C,) = T(C,, C,) = w,, C,) = (4 (27) 
for some w E V. Choose ~1, b E rI. Applying Lemma 5 to C, * C, and 
C;, * Xi, jj gives 
rj((cu * cfl) * tc6 * G(j))) + r,((C, * C,)o C,) 
2rj(C,* Cp)+rj(Ca*X~(j,)-t(C,* cfl, C,). (28) 
Summing (28) for Jo N and using Claim 3(a), (l), Lemma 2, and the 
admissibility of (S, , S,, S,) gives 
Using the maximality of qa(Cs) = 0, by Claim 1, we deduce that 
t(C, * C,, C,) = 0. Thus 
T(C,, C,) u T(Cp, C,) = T(C,, C,) = 1~). 
Now choose ieN such that cc(i) +8(i). By Claim 6(b), MMi= 1 =II~~~, 
and hence by Lemma4(b), t(C,, Cg)#O. Thus T(C,, C,)= {w}, and 
0 # C,(w) # C,(w) # 0. (29) 
This gives a final contradiction since, by (27), { C,(w):cr E r, } = K* and 
thus (29) cannot possibly hold for all aE f,. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose (S,, S,, S,) is admissible and choose u E V. Then for 
some permutation 71 E II 
(a) r(X”,,,,, Si)=Ofor all in (1, 2, 3}, and 
(b) if I VI > 2, (sl I Z,,,,, & I &by & I t.,J is admissible. 
Proof By Lemma 6, we may choose 71 E 17 such that 
C r(C * xz(i)Y si) d 2 ICI forall CEK”withC(u)=O. (30) 
l<i<3 
Putting C= Oy gives (a). To prove (b) we proceed by contradiction. 
Suppose there exists BE KY-” such that 
C r(B, SiI&,,)~2 I4 + 1. (31) 
l<i<3 
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Let C E KY be defined by C(u) = 0 and C(u) = B(v) for v E V- u. Then 
JCI = IBJ and, by Lemma 1, r(C* Xz,,,, Si)ar(B, SiI&,) for ie (1, 2, 3). 
Substituting into (3 1) we contradict (30). This completes the proof of (b). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Necessity. Suppose there exist pairwise sup- 
plementary Eulerian vectors Ai of Si for i E { 1, 2, 3 }. Choose C E K “. By 
Lemma 5, 
rj(C * Ai) + ri(CoAi) 2 r,(C) + ri(Ai) - t(C, Ai). 
Since A i is an Eulerian vector of Si we have ri(Ai) = 0 = ri( C * Ai) = 
ri(CoAi). Hence r,(C)< t(C, Ai) and F(C)<C,6i., t(C, A,)=2 ICI since 
A i, A,, A3 are pairwise supplementary and complete. Thus (S, , Sz, S,) is 
admissible. 
Sufficiency. Suppose (S, , Sz, S,) is admissible. We proceed by induc- 
tion on I VI. Choose u E V. If I VI = 1, then it follows from Lemma 7(a) that 
there exist pairwise supplementary Eulerian vectors Ai of Sj for i6 { 1, 2, 3). 
Hence we may suppose that I VI > 1 and that the theorem holds for 
all partial isotropic systems with fewer elements than V. Choose n E ZZ 
satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 7. Using Lemma 7(b) and the 
inductive hypothesis we deduce that there exist pairwise supplementary 
Eulerian vectors Bi of SiIf:,(,), iE { 1,2,3}. Define Aie KY by Ai =xncij 
and Ai = Bi(u) for u E V-u. Then A,, A,, A, are clearly pairwise sup- 
plementary. Moreover, using Lemma 7(a), Lemma 1, and the fact that Bi 
is an Eulerian vector of Si 1 F,,,,, it follows that r(A,, Si) = r(Bi, Sjl z,,,,) = 0. 
Thus Ai is an Eulerian vector of Si for ie { 1, 2, 3). 
4. CLOSING REMARKS 
4.1. Andre Bouchet has pointed out that the proof technique of this 
paper can be extended to a more general axiomatic system than isotropic 
systems. Define a K-matroid to be an ordered pair M= (p, V) where V is 
a set and p is an integer valued function defined on KY such that, for all 
X, YEK”: 
(a) OGdX)< IXI, 
(b) if Xc Y then p(X) < p( Y), and 
(c) P(x)+P(y)~P(x~y)+P(x* Y)+t(X Y). 
Axioms (a), (b), and (c) are analogous to the rank axioms for an ordinary 
matroid (with XO Y:=Xn Y, X* Y:=Xu Y, and t(X, Y):=O). 
Given a K-matroid A4 = (p, V), u E V, and xi E K*, the elementary minor 
MI:,= K,, V- u) is defined as follows: for A E K “- ’ let B E KY be given 
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by B(u) =xi and B(u) =A(o) for all UE V-u, and put p:,(A)= 
p(B)-p(X;). An Eulerian vector of M is a vector A eKV such that 
P(A)= IV. 
Given a partial isotropic system S = (L, I’) we may define a corre- 
sponding K-matroid M= (p, Y) by putting p(A) = IAJ - r(A, S) for all 
A E KV. Using these definitions, the results of this paper extend easily 
from partial isotropic systems to K-matroids (replacing r(A) by IAl - p(A) 
throughout). In particular we have 
THEOREM. Let M be a K-matroid. Then M has three pairwise supplemen- 
tary Eulerian vectors if and only if 3p(A) > I Al for all A E KV. 
We have resisted the temptation of writing this paper in terms of 
K-matroids since, as yet, we know of no interesting examples of 
K-matroids, other than those which arise from isotropic systems. 
4.2. In [B2, Lemma 4.11, Bouchet showed that for any complete vector 
BE K ‘, the isotropic system S = (L, V) has an Eulerian vector supplemen- 
tary to B. We do not know if there exists a good characterisation of when 
S has two Eulerian vectors A, and A, such that A,, A,, and B are pairwise 
supplementary. However, the obvious necessary condition that for all 
CE KV such that Cn $= 0, we have 2r(C, S) < JCJ, is not sufficient (see 
[J, Remark 6.21). 
4.3. Bouchet [B3] has recently used the characterisation of Theorem 1 
to develop a polynomial algorithm which either constructs three pair-wise 
supplementary Eulerian vectors in an isotropic system or shows that such 
vectors do not exist. 
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